J.E. Baldwin proposed a set of rules for ring closure reactions. He suggested that the rules are applicable to reactive intermediates as well and supported his views with several examples from literature and special experiment designed to test the validity of the rules.

The ring closure reaction of a reactive intermediate could be one of the three types. An attack could be on a triple bond center (called Digonal center, Dig-), a double bond center (called Trigonal center, Trig-) or at a single bond center (called Tetrahedral center, Tet-). The attacking species could be a carbanion, a carbonium ion or a free radical. The attack could be endo- or exo-. With respect to the newly developing ring in the transition state, when the pair of electrons in the displaced bond is exo- to the developing ring, the transition state is described as exo- attack. When they form part of the newly developing ring (or transition state) the system is described as endo- attack (Fig 2.2.1).

Fig 2.2.1
For each pair of reactive center, there could be two modes of attack – endo- or exo- as shown for the attack of an anion (Fig 2.2.2).

Figure 2.2.2
Reactions take place only when the orbitals concerned overlap efficiently. For this purpose, Baldwin suggested the following geometry (Fig 2.2.3). In a ring formation reaction, the optimal geometry could be achieved only when the length of the chain (a tether of atoms) connecting the reactive centers have a minimum optimal length.
Based on this criterion, Baldwin suggested the following rules. The number (3 to 7) in the nomenclature refers to the number of atoms in the chain that leads to the proposed cyclic transition state.

**Baldwin's Rules**

1. All Exo-Tet reactions are favored reactions
2. All Endo-Tet are disfavored reactions
3. All Exo-Trig reactions are favored reactions
4. 3 to 5-Endo-Trig reactions are disfavored reactions
5. 6 and 7-Endo-Trig reactions are favored reactions
6. 3 to 7-Endo-Dig reactions are favored reactions
7. 3 to 4-Exo-Dig reactions are disfavored reactions
8. 5 to 7-Exo-Dig are favored reactions
Trigonal Systems

FAVoured REACTIONS IN BLUE BOX

DISTFAVoured REACTIONS IN BLACK BOX

Dagonal Systems

FAVoured REACTIONS IN BLUE BOX

DISTFAVoured REACTIONS IN BLACK BOX
These complex rules are simple to apply, but difficult to remember without a suitable 'memory aid'. E. Juaristi \(^2\) (in his web page [http://www.relaq.mx/RLQ/EusebioJuaristi_vitae.htm](http://www.relaq.mx/RLQ/EusebioJuaristi_vitae.htm)) suggests the following mnemonics for all the Disfavored Reactions (the Stop sign). A modified version is presented here (Fig 2.2.4). Note that the numbers are progressively increasing. The STOP sign and the wagon would probably be easier to remember.

![STOP sign](image)

Figure 2.2.4

An alternate summary of the Baldwin’s Rules is provided by Clayden et. al., in their inimitable text book. This table is now easy to remember (Fig 2.2.5). You have to remember 5-Endo-trig and 4-Exo-Dig as key points for Disfavored reactions.
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Figure 2.2.5

Baldwin cited several examples in support of these rules. Scientists soon attempted to validate the proposed rules. Steric and electronic factors appear to modify these conclusions. In most of the studies, the rules were generally applicable. Let us look at the following interesting study (Fig 2.2.6). A 6-endo-Tet reaction should be disfavored. Such reactions do not form a ring, but appear to pass through a cyclic transition state leading to the cleavage of a sigma bond, while a new sigma bond is formed.
Using an ingenious double labeling experiment shown below, Eschenmoser clearly established that this reaction is *intermolecular* (Fig 2.2.7). He took an equimolar mixture of hexadeutero- and normal starting materials and conducted the reaction. If the reaction were only intramolecular, the product would be both hexadeutero- and no deutero- products only. The actual product distribution was as shown in Figure 2.2.7, which is in keeping with *intermolecular mechanism* only.

The constraint in such cases lies obviously in the length of the chain bearing the reactive groups. The angle of attack of $180^\circ$ is not attainable in a six-membered ring. King *et al.*, showed that as the length of the chain (tether) increased, intramolecular reaction became more feasible as shown in Figure 2.2.8. An intramolecular reaction became feasible only when the tether allowed a ten-membered ring transition state.
Figure 2.2.8

Another Disfavored cyclization is 5-Endo-Trig. The following Michael-type cyclization is of considerable interest (Fig 2.2.9). The base catalyzed intramolecular addition does not proceed as expected. However, the acid catalyzed reaction proceeds. A close look at an alternate mechanism suggests that a 5-Exo-Trig path becomes available under acid catalyzed conditions.

Figure 2.2.9

Baldwin sites three closely related reactions (Fig 2.2.10) to support his rules. The oxygen analogue failed to cyclize as anticipated for 5-Endo-Trig reactions. However, the thiol analogue cyclized readily to give the thiophene ring. This is attributed to the fact that the larger atom requires entirely different bond angles not envisaged in Baldwin’s Rules. The nitrogen analogue investigated preferred an alternate path. Why does the nitrogen prefer amidation and not Michael-
type cyclization? Could it be due to an unreactive olefin? This question was answered through an intermolecular ‘control reaction’ shown in Fig 2.2.11. The amine moiety preferred a Michael-type addition to amidation.

Figure 2.2.10

This lack of cyclization was therefore attributed to the fact that the lone pair cannot attack the pi-orbitals due to wrong orientation in one conformation and the distances involved in the other conformation (see Figure 2.2.12).

Figure 2.2.11

Applicability of Baldwin’s 5-Endo-Trig restriction was verified through a carefully planned retro-reaction (Fig 2.2.13). The
Deuterium labeling experiment proved the fact that anion formation was effective. Lack of cleavage reaction proved that the above conclusions (5-Endo-Trig restriction) are valid in reverse reactions as well.

Figure 2.2.13

The fact that 5-Exo-Trig is favored is seen in several reactions. The fact that 6-Endo-Trig reactions are favored is also well documented (Fig 2.2.14).

Figure 2.2.14

The 5-Endo-Dig cyclization looks awkward on paper (Fig 2.2.15). But the reaction proceeds to completion. A close look at the orbitals concerned explains the reaction. The orientation of one of the pi-orbitals is just right for the reaction to occur. Compare this with the orientation shown in Figure 2.2.12.
How about the acetal formation reaction of ketones with ethylene glycol (Fig 2.2.16)? Is this a case of failure of Baldwin’s Rules as in several carbonium ion reactions?

These rules are generally applicable. However, there are several exceptions as well. A proper approach would be to use these ‘thumb rules’ as a guideline while planning synthetic schemes and not use them as inviolable rules. The following points may be kept in mind while applying these rules.

1. The rules suggest only the ‘favored paths’. This expression ‘favored / disfavored’ should not be read as ‘allowed / disallowed’. Under suitable conditions, the alternate high-energy path may be opened, either partially or exclusively.

2. When a large atom from the Second Group of the periodic table is involved, the angle requirements of these atoms may vary. In such cases, the rules may not be applicable. See Fig 2.2.10 for one such example.

3. Special modified Baldwin’s Rules have been evolved for enolate anions.
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